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The Nixon Administration and Cuba
2021-05-11

this book presents a detailed analysis of the u s policy that was adopted toward cuba by the richard m nixon
administration between january 20 1969 and august 8 1974 based on governmental as well as other sources from
both the u s and cuba this book examines the rupture where the policy of passive containment was complemented
with a policy of dirty war president nixon attempted to reestablish a confrontational and violent path of action and
once again cuba was exposed to a dirty war consisting of different forms of aggressive terrorist activities since the
conditions for this violent route had changed dramatically both in the u s and in cuba a policy characterized by a
continuity of the economic and psychological warfare came to be the central one for the nixon administration this
book is unique since it is written from a cuban perspective and it therefore complements and enriches the
knowledge of the u s cuban relationship during the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s and the policy
adopted by the nixon administration it is of relevance to everyone interested in the issue and especially for
students and researchers within the disciplines of history and political science

Richard M. Nixon
1991-09-30

this timely compilation of papers was originally presented at the 1987 hofstra university conference on the nixon
presidency bringing together noted nixon scholars including stephen ambrose tom wicker and hugh sidey and
politicos such as eliot richardson maurice stans h r haldeman and robert finch the editors have included essays
primarily on domestic policies a lively section on nixon the man is followed by scholarly articles on all aspects of the
domestic agenda notable contributions include david caputo s analysis of revenue sharing and michael balzano s
study of the adrift democrats who emerged as nixon s silent majority and ultimately as the reagan coalition a
worthy addition for specialized collections library journal thirteen years after richard nixon left office hofstra
university s sixth conference on the modern american presidency sets the stage for an exchange of views on
richard m nixon s presidency his politics and his administrative abilities leon friedman and william f levantrosser
bring together the papers and discussions presented at this conference by scholars journalists and nixon
administration officials in this first of a trilogy of volumes issuing from the conference with the perspective of time
the commentary of leading administration figures such as h r haldeman elliot richardson maurice stans and charles
colson takes on a special quality papers and discussions explore three major aspects of richard nixon his capacity
for greatness his shortcomings and his impact on today s youth the scope and depth of his domestic policy and his
political acumen richard m nixon politician president administrator records the interactions of scholars journalists
and nixon administration officials as they search for a better understanding of the nixon phenomenon part i
explores the man his persona and his presidency a special panel presents the reaction of today s youth to this
segment of american history part ii concentrates primarily on domestic policy it uncovers the scope and depth of
nixon initiatives in revenue sharing social welfare civil rights environment and the economy in part iii papers and
discussions on the silent majority election campaigning and the reorganization of the executive branch disclose
richard nixon s role in changing the face of american politics

Cold War Patriot and Statesman
1993-06-30

the only apparent consensus about the nixon presidency is that his accomplishments in the foreign policy area far
outshadowed those in the domestic arena the advances for which he was responsible in particular the opening to
china brought the most significant improvement in foreign relations among the great powers in decades the nixon
diplomacy worked while many of his domestic programs failed this was true the editors of this hofstra sponsored
volume maintain because there was more of a sense of realism and caution in his dealings with foreign
governments and a willingness to compromise and accommodate their interests a tolerance he often lacked in the
domestic area this volume outlines the main components of the nixon foreign policy beginning with the significant
effort to bring china into the world community the manner in which the vietnam war was ended is examined as are
the evolution of american policy in the middle east and the efforts at detente with essays and observations from
scholars and participants in the making of that policy this volume is significant reading for all students of american
foreign policy and the presidency
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U.S. Foreign Policy in a Changing World
1973

analyzes the underlying assumptions and world impact of the nixon kissinger strategy focusing on the 1973 paris
agreements and americ s detentes with china and the soviet union

The Nixon Administration and the Making of U.S. Nuclear Strategy
2018-05-31

in 1974 richard nixon s defense secretary james schlesinger announced that the united states would change its
nuclear targeting policy from assured destruction to limited nuclear options in this account of the schlesinger
doctrine based on newly declassified documents and extensive interviews with key actors terry terriff challenges
the nixon administration s official explanation of why and how this policy innovation occurred

Inside the Nixon Administration
2010-10-28

as chairman of the federal reserve board in the seventies arthur burns had a unique view of the nixon
administration burns first joined the nixon administration as an advisor in 1969 and was privy to the dynamics of
the president s coterie over the course of six tumultuous years now the recently released secret diary of this top
level economist offers a surprisingly candid inside look at richard nixon s fall the diary tracks burns s growing
awareness of nixon s behind the scenes maneuverings and worrisome behavior such as insane shouting and reveals
how such things undermined his respect and enthusiasm for the president perhaps even more telling burns s
evaluations of his colleagues provide piercing insights into the president s inner circle including henry kissinger a
brilliant political analyst but admittedly ignorant of economics george schultz a no less confused amateur
economist john connally a thoroughly confused politician and the vulgarians h r haldeman and john ehrlichman the
only people he thought nixon felt relaxed around the burns diary also offers rare and telling glimpses into the era s
economy particularly an account of how nixon exerted political pressure to shape monetary policies that helped to
fuel the stagflation of the 1970s the administration sought to close the so called gold window an approximate
valuation of dollars with gold bullion by floating the dollar and the consensus over many years has been that nixon
himself arranged this speculation now confirmed by burns s diary it also underscores the growing pressure burns
felt to serve the needs of nixon s reelection bid rather than the economic welfare of the nation sequestered for
decades and unavailable until 2008 this document reveals an honest and relatively apolitical man surrounded by
partisans in top administrative positions who were dishonest inept or both the president has many shortcomings
wrote burns he has few convictions but now and then he gets into a euphoric mood where he wants to persuade
himself that he s a statesman but his sycophantic advisers cannot even recognize that deftly annotated by
distinguished historian robert ferrell who provides effective historical context and perspective the burns diary is a
potent and poignant testament to the machiavellian and often byzantine world of american presidential politics

Watergate and Afterward
1992-08-24

this volume brings together a distinguished group of scholars journalists and former nixon administration officials to
examine the watergate controversy and its legacy particular attention is paid to nixon s misuse of government
power for political ends his administration s obsession with secrecy and the control of information and the
impeachment proceedings in congress this is the second in a trilogy of titles based on the hofstra presidential
conference on richard m nixon the first richard m nixon politician president administrator greenwood 1991 was also
edited by friedman and levantrosser watergate and afterward includes a final assessment of the nixon presidency
by a group of biographers who have written extensively about the man and his politics as well as appraisals of
nixon s accomplishments and failures by both administration figures and outside historians special effort was made
throughout to incorporate opposing points of view on the various issues under discussion making this one of the
most comprehensive and balanced assessments of the watergate scandal and its aftermath available in print the
book begins with essays that describe the political reactions to watergate and nixon s attempt to remove the first
special prosecutor on the case in the discussion section that follows new insight into what the break in was
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supposed to accomplish is provided by reverend jeb stuart magruder speaking for the first time in a public forum
subsequent papers discuss the different efforts by the nixon administration to uncover information about political
opponents the politicization of the justice department the constitutional confrontation in the supreme court over the
nixon tapes and the pentagon papers case discussants include charles colson who was in the white house at the
time tom brokaw of nbc and ron ziegler and gerald warren of the white house press office finally the impeachment
proceedings are reexamined in chapters that explore the specific charges against the president and the political
coalitions that formed in congress around them ideal as supplemental reading for courses on the presidency and
modern american politics watergate and afterward is an important contribution to our understanding of this critical
period in postwar history

Courage and Hesitation
1971

this book blends the talents of two of washington s most astute and honored observers allen drury and fred maroon
each spent some three months exploring the corridors of power in the nixon white house they observed policy
making meetings and off the record interviews official ceremonies and informal conversations promised free access
and full co operation they met independently with nearly every important figure in the administration recording the
faces voices and personalities behind the names in the headlines

Courage and Hesitation
1972

after being sworn in as president richard nixon told the assembled crowd that government will listen those who
have been left out we will try to bring in but that same day he obliterated those pledges of greater citizen control of
government by signing national security decision memorandum 2 a document that made sweeping changes to the
national security power structure nixon s signature erased the influence that the departments of state and defense
as well as the cia had over vietnam and the course of the cold war the new structure put nixon at the center
surrounded by loyal aides and a new national security adviser henry kissinger who coordinated policy through the
national security council under nixon s command using years of research and revelations from newly released
documents usa today reporter ray locker upends much of the conventional wisdom about the nixon administration
and its impact and shows how the creation of this secret unprecedented extra constitutional government
undermined u s policy and values in doing so nixon sowed the seeds of his own destruction by creating a climate of
secrecy paranoia and reprisal that still affects washington today

Nixon's Gamble
2015-10-01

offering a fresh and challenging interpretation of the nixon kissinger foreign policy in both historical and conceptual
terms litwak focuses on the relationship between its two central elements the united states soviet detente and the
nixon doctrine which provided the basis not only for the subsequent american withdrawal from vietnam but also for
united states security policy toward the third world in general

Inflation & the Nixon Administration
1974

the first objective history of the rise and fall of the salvador annelde s regime in chile

Large-scale Foreign Policy Change
1989

we thought we were tapping the idealistic tradition of the democracies when we put forward the year of europe
explained henry kissinger national security advisor in the nixon white house we did not know what we were letting
ourselves in for president richard nixon s claim during his second inaugural address that we stand on the threshold
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of a new era of peace in the world reflected his relief at the formal conclusion of the war between the united states
and north viet nam freed from the trauma of this conflict the administration s attentions could now be redirected to
the deteriorating transatlantic alliance in a self conscious attempt to echo the heady days of the marshall plan
kissinger persuaded a reluctant president that now was the perfect opportunity to initiate a comprehensive
reassessment of the alliance the new initiative called the year of europe quickly became a central part of nixon s
second term public relations campaign drawing on recently declassified documents from both the british and
american national archives hynes examines how the year of europe became a pivotal year in british foreign policy
for all the wrong reasons set against the turbulent world climate of the early 1970s it provides a vivid insight into
the bizarre diplomatic modus operandi of the nixon kissinger white house it also offers a fresh interpretation of the
difficulties faced by british prime minister edward heath as he sought to rebuff kissinger s overtures and reorientate
britain s foreign policy towards europe

Détente and the Nixon Doctrine
1984

in the controversial legacy of the nixon presidency the administration s effort to curb and control the spread of the
world s weapons of mass destruction is often overlooked and yet by the time president nixon left office under the
cloud of the watergate scandal his actions on this front had surpassed those of all his predecessors combined and
laid the foundations of wmd arms control and nonproliferation policies that persist to this day in averting doomsday
patrick garrity and erin mahan explore and assess nixon s record addressing not only nuclear but also biological
and chemical weapons drawing substantially on presidential recordings and other primary sources not widely
consulted the authors shed new light on milestones such as the first salt agreement on strategic nuclear weapons
and the anti ballistic missile treaty as well as the renunciation of us offensive biological weapons and a seabed
treaty the wmd control landscape had accumulated many divergent visions and interests over time technical
diplomatic domestic political and utopian the nixon administration had to adjust to and build on this eclectic
foundation creating a new layer of policies to deal with wmd that substantially set the course and perhaps limited
the options for future administrations in ways that are still with us miller center studies on the presidency

The Nixon Administration and the Death of Allende's Chile
2005-09-17

this biography introduces readers to richard nixon including his military service early political career and key events
from nixon s administration including his debates with john f kennedy the vietnam war the watergate scandal and
his resignation information about his childhood family personal life and retirement years is included a timeline fast
facts and sidebars provide additional information aligned to common core standards and correlated to state
standards checkerboard library is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

The Year that Never was
2009

this book re examines the nixon administration s attitude and approach to the european integration project the
formulation of us policy towards european integration in the nixon presidential years 1969 1974 was conditioned by
the perceived relative decline of the united states western european emergence and competition the feared
communist expansionism and us national interests against that backdrop the nixon administration saw the need to
re evaluate its policy on western europe and the integration process on this continent underpinning this study is the
extensive use of newly released archival materials from the nixon presidential library and museum the library of
congress and the state department furthermore the work is based on the public papers in the american presidency
project and the materials on the topic of european integration and unification in the archive of european integration
finally the study has extensively used newspaper archives as well as the declassified online documents memoirs
and diaries of former us officials mining these sources made it possible to shed new light on the complexity and
dynamism of the nixon administration s policy towards european integration
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Averting Doomsday
2021-12-07

the first study to integrate and interrelate key elements of the nixon presidency the volume traces nixon s rise and
fall emphasizing his presidency and watergate also an investigation of the presidency broadly defined the work is
informed by concerns of both traditional political biography and of contemporary presidential scholarship genovese
raises issues and questions vital to the presidency as he focuses on nixon as political leader and on his style of
decisionmaking and management he concludes with an analysis of nixon s impact on and legacy to the presidency

Richard Nixon
2020-08-01

in 1966 richard nixon hired patrick j buchanan a young editorial writer at the st louis globe democrat to help lay the
groundwork for his presidential campaign fiercely conservative and a whiz at messaging and media strategy
buchanan continued with nixon through his tenure in office becoming one of the president s most important and
trusted advisors particularly on public matters the copious memos he produced over this period counseling the
president on press relations policy positions and political strategy provide a remarkable behind the scenes look into
the workings of the nixon white house and a uniquely informed perspective on the development and deployment of
ideas and practices that would forever change presidential conduct and us politics of the thousand housed at the
richard nixon presidential library presidential scholar lori cox han has judiciously selected 135 of buchanan s memos
that best exemplify the significant nature and reach of his influence in the nixon administration here in his now
familiar take no prisoners style buchanan can be seen advancing his deeply conservative agenda counterpunching
against advisors he considered too moderate and effectively guiding the president and his administration through a
changing often hostile political environment on every point of policy and political issue foreign and domestic
through two successful campaigns nixon s first term and the fraught months surrounding the watergate debacle
buchanan presses his advantage all the while honing the message that would push conservatism ever rightward in
the following years expertly edited and annotated by han advising nixon the white house memos of patrick j
buchanan offers rare insight into the decision making and maneuvering of some of the most powerful figures in
government with lasting consequences for american public life

Richard M. Nixon and European Integration
2018-04-13

it s time to revisit watergate in this compelling reexamination liebovich draws extensively from newly available
sources including recently released nixon oval office tapes fbi reports and personal reminiscences of cover up
leader john dean liebovich sheds new light on the nixon administration s extensive foul play zeal to battle and
manipulate the press scandalous miring and eventual political disgrace after detailing the nation s news media
coverage of the watergate debacle and the ensuing breakup of american politics liebovich recounts the scandal s
long lasting corrosive effect on presidential and popular politics scholars and students of the media and latter 20th
century american political malaise will be provoked and persuaded by liebovich s argument that much of the public
s cynicism toward the press the president and politics stems from the bitter battles fought in the white house on the
front pages and on television screens between the press and nixon s administration the book focuses on the fight
against a press perceived as hostile to the president and charts how the nation s major newspapers and magazines
covered the unfolding scandal newly released sources show how nixon and his advisors immersed themselves so
deeply in a maze of deception and mistrust that none involved could extricate themselves creating a political
tragedy that haunts us to this day

The Nixon Administration and Vietnam
1988

most americans consider détente the reduction of tensions between the united states and the soviet union to be
among the nixon administration s most significant foreign policy successes the diplomatic back channel that
national security advisor henry kissinger established with soviet ambassador anatoly dobrynin became the most
important method of achieving this thaw in the cold war kissinger praised back channels for preventing leaks
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streamlining communications and circumventing what he perceived to be the us state department s unresponsive
and self interested bureaucracy nixon and kissinger s methods however were widely criticized by state department
officials left out of the loop and by an american press and public weary of executive branch prevarication and
secrecy richard a moss s penetrating study documents and analyzes us soviet back channels from nixon s
inauguration through what has widely been heralded as the apex of détente the may 1972 moscow summit he
traces the evolution of confidential channel diplomacy and examines major flashpoints including the 1970 crisis
over cienfuegos cuba the strategic arms limitations talks salt us dealings with china deescalating tensions in berlin
and the vietnam war moss argues that while the back channels improved us soviet relations in the short term the
nixon kissinger methods provided a poor foundation for lasting policy employing newly declassified documents the
complete record of the kissinger dobrynin channel jointly compiled translated annotated and published by the us
state department and the russian foreign ministry as well as the nixon tapes moss reveals the behind the scenes
deliberations of nixon his advisers and their soviet counterparts although much has been written about détente this
is the first scholarly study that comprehensively assesses the central role of confidential diplomacy in shaping
america s foreign policy during this critical era

The Nixon Presidency
1990-08-13

in 1966 richard nixon hired patrick j buchanan a young editorial writer at the st louis globe democrat to help lay the
groundwork for his presidential campaign fiercely conservative and a whiz at messaging and media strategy
buchanan continued with nixon through his tenure in office becoming one of the president s most important and
trusted advisors particularly on public matters the copious memos he produced over this period counseling the
president on press relations policy positions and political strategy provide a remarkable behind the scenes look into
the workings of the nixon white house and a uniquely informed perspective on the development and deployment of
ideas and practices that would forever change presidential conduct and us politics of the thousand housed at the
richard nixon presidential library presidential scholar lori cox han has judiciously selected 135 of buchanan s memos
that best exemplify the significant nature and reach of his influence in the nixon administration here in his now
familiar take no prisoners style buchanan can be seen advancing his deeply conservative agenda counterpunching
against advisors he considered too moderate and effectively guiding the president and his administration through a
changing often hostile political environment on every point of policy and political issue foreign and domestic
through two successful campaigns nixon s first term and the fraught months surrounding the watergate debacle
buchanan presses his advantage all the while honing the message that would push conservatism ever rightward in
the following years expertly edited and annotated by han advising nixon the white house memos of patrick j
buchanan offers rare insight into the decision making and maneuvering of some of the most powerful figures in
government with lasting consequences for american public life

The Plot that Failed
1975

graham here examines the beginnings and development of national growth policies and machinery in the united
states from the new deal to the nixon administration

The Politics of a Guaranteed Income
1973

the presidential administrations of richard nixon and gerald ford encompassed some of the most turbulent and
significant years of the 20th century nixon was elected near the end of a decade characterized by struggles for civil
rights years of war in vietnam and widespread cultural rebellion although he promised during his campaign to bring
the country together nixon s administration was more confrontational than compromising and ultimately deepened
national divisions gerald ford worked to restore integrity to the white house but never fully established a program
separate from his predecessor his pardon of nixon and the 1975 fall of south vietnam kept him linked to the past
rather than establishing the beginning of a new era the nixon ford era witnessed one of the most controversial
presidential eras yet despite all of the turmoil progress was made the vietnam war eventually wound down the cold
war went through a phase of dztente relations were established with china civil rights progressed the situation of
african americans and native americans improved and women s liberation altered the status of half of the
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population the historical dictionary of the nixon ford era relates these events and provides extensive political
economic and social background on this era through a detailed chronology an introduction appendixes a
bibliography and several hundred cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons events institutions
policies and issues

Advising Nixon
2019-10-07

gathers memos sent by the nixon administration during the period of 1969 1973 and shows the inner workings of
his white house staff

Richard Nixon, Watergate, and the Press
2003-05-30

the yom kippur war was a watershed moment in israeli society and a national trauma whose wounds have yet to
heal some four decades later in the years following the war many studies addressed the internal and international
political background prior to the war attempting to determine causes and steps by political players and parties in
israel egypt and the united states but to date there has been no comprehensive study based on archival materials
and other primary sources classified documents from that period have recently become available and it is now
possible to examine in depth a crucial period in middle east history generally and israeli history in particular the
authors provide a penetrating and insightful viewpoint on the question that lies at the heart of the israeli polity and
military was an opportunity missed to prevent the outbreak of the yom kippur war the book provides surprising
answers to long standing issues how did national security adviser henry kissinger succeed in torpedoing the efforts
of the state department to bring about an interim agreement between israel and egypt in 1971 would that
agreement have allowed israel to hold on to most of the sinai peninsula for many years and at the same time avert
the outbreak of the war did golda meir reject any diplomatic initiative that came up for discussion in the years
preceding the war was the white house s middle east policy throughout 1973 a catalyst for war breaking out

Nixon’s Back Channel to Moscow
2017-01-17

in more than 3 000 recorded conversations the nixon tapes famously exposed a president s sinister views of
governance that would eventually lead to his downfall despite richard nixon s best efforts his vision of a
government where he could use his power to punish his political enemies never came to fruition because there
were those in his party who defied the president s directives while many are familiar with the republicans who
turned against nixon during the final stages of the watergate saga they said no to nixon uncovers for the first time
those within the administration including nixon s own appointees who opposed the white house early on quietly
blocking the president s attacks on the irs the justice department and other sectors of the federal government
culling from previously unpublished excerpts from the tapes and recently released material that expose the thirty
seventh president s uncensored views michael koncewicz reveals how several republican party members chose
loyalty to their roles as civil servants over nixon s attempts to expand the imperial presidency delving into the
culture of criminality surrounding watergate and why it did not succeed they said no to nixon sheds light on the
significant cultural and ideological shifts that occurred within the gop during the pivotal 1970s to this day the nixon
tapes are a bracing reminder of the threat to constitutional order posed by a president who wields power without
restraint provided by publisher

The Executive, Congress, and Foreign Policy
1976

The Nixon Administration and Vietnam
1994-01-01
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The Nixon Administration Public Broadcasting Papers
1979

Advising Nixon
2023-08-18

Toward a Planned Society
1976-01-22

Historical Dictionary of the Nixon-Ford Era
2008-02-22

The Press Covers Government: the Nixon Years from 1969 to
Watergate
1973

Inflation & the Nixon Administration
1974

The Engineering of Restraint
1971

From the President
1990

Profiles of an Era, the Nixon/Ford Years
1979

The Nixon Administration and the Middle East Peace Process,
1969-1973
2013-06-06

Inflation and the Nixon administration
1950
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The Nixon Watch
1970

They Said No to Nixon
2020-09-15
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